
The Wife I Picked Up Is Too Chapter Chapter 810 

Chapter 810: You Don’t Understand The Fun Between Husband and Wife! 

Xing Wudi said coldly, “This morning, someone below just sent news that the second young 

master of the Han family, Han Jinlu, found out about my allergy. He even specially warned the attending 

physician that I was born weak and asked the doctor to reduce the dosage of the medicine for me, so I 

stayed here for two to three days and still haven’t recovered.” 

 

 

Hearing Xing Wudi’s cold and aggrieved voice, Feng Qing snorted and the corners of her lips 

curled up. She knew that Han Jinlu was especially well-informed, but that man was too vengeful. He 

actually played Xing Wudi again. 

 

 

The haze in Xing Wudi’s heart dissipated a lot as he looked at the clarity in Feng Qing’s beautiful 

eyes. If the matter of him being schemed against by Han Jinlu could make this woman happy, he felt that 

it was worth it. 

 

 

Xing Wudi glanced at Feng Qing and asked, “What happened to you? Why are you injured?” 

 

 

Looking at Xing Wudi’s silver eyes, Feng Qing subconsciously raised her hand and flipped a 

strand of black hair from her back to her shoulder, slightly covering the messy kiss marks on her neck. 

 

 

Feng Qing avoided Xing Wudi’s gaze and replied, “This is called the fun between husband and 

wife. You don’t understand! When you meet the person you love one day, you will understand.” 

 

 



The corners of Xing Wudi’s mouth twitched with a hint of disdain. He didn’t care or want to 

understand what Feng Qing was talking about. 

 

 

“By the way, are there any results from the 749 Research Institute?” Feng Qing changed the 

topic. 

 

 

“Not yet, but those people have already worked very hard. Before they came, I heard that they 

were still lacking some key things and data. Be it the virus in your body or the virus in Xie Jiuhan’s body, 

the original virus strain was something from twenty to thirty years ago. In other words, if you can’t get 

the original version of the virus developed by the Chu clan, it will be very difficult to make any progress 

in the research of the virus in your bodies.” Xing Wudi took a deep breath and frowned. 

 

 

Upon hearing this, Feng Qing frowned. “Little Jiu Jiu’s irritable illness is starting to get out of 

control, so the research on this virus has to be sped up.” 

 

 

Xing Wudi replied, “Why don’t you come back to the Seven Stars Continent with me when 

you’re better?” 

 

 

The Seven Stars Continent was the place with the most advanced technology on this planet, 

including medical treatment, biotechnology, and so on. After a few world wars, not only did the Seven 

Stars Continent not fall, but it also became the highest level and most mysterious holy land. There was 

also the largest virus seed bank in the world there, specially provided for doctors to study. 

 

 



In Xing Wudi’s opinion, it was impossible to explain this matter clearly. Why not let Feng Qing go 

to the Seven Stars Continent personally and let her understand the latest results and progress of the 

research? 

 

 

Feng Qing did not answer Xing Wudi’s suggestion. She only said, “The Chu clan used to be 

rooted in the Western world. Now, their entire clan seems to have disappeared from the face of the 

earth. However, the viruses they once created are still around. Research manuscripts, documents, and 

so on are all constantly flowing into the black markets all over the world. If we start looking for the 

original virus from the black markets globally, there might be a high chance of finding it.” 

 

 

Xing Wudi’s silver pupils were suffused with a hint of gloominess as he said, “Hmph, if you send 

people to the black market to search at this moment, the biggest chance is not to find the original virus 

strain, but to find the Xie family’s subordinates.” 

 

 

As soon as these words were out, Feng Qing’s large beautiful eyes shone. She didn’t expect Xie 

Jiuhan to be so telepathic with her. Their thoughts were the same. Feng Qing knew that Xie Jiuhan had 

his own medical research institute under him. Moreover, he had organized people to start researching 

the virus in their bodies earlier. However, just as Xing Wudi had said just now, they hadn’t found 

anything until now. Only after they really obtained the original poison strain could they develop an 

effective antidote. 

 

 

Feng Qing took a deep breath and said, “How is Madam Crimson Snow?” 

 

 

Xing Wudi replied, “After my investigation and some information gathered from the Seven Stars 

Continent, it’s very likely that Madam Crimson Snow is a member of the Chu clan. However, she’s not of 

the Chu clan’s bloodline, but someone who was loyal to the Chu clan back then. You went to Country F 

to treat the Blood Venomous Bug for her. If not for her being related to the Chu clan, she wouldn’t have 



lived until you saved her. Only with long-term drug control would the poison in her head weaken to the 

extent you saw back then.” 

 

 

Speaking up to this point, Xing Wudi took a deep breath and said another piece of history about 

the Chu clan, “About seven hundred years ago, the Chu clan, which originated in the east of Xia country, 

followed the ship across the sea to the west.” 

 


